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Abstract. Improved filter permutators are designed to build stream ciphers that
can be efficiently evaluated homomorphically. So far the transciphering with
such ciphers has been implemented with homomorphic schemes from the second
generation. In theory the third generation is more adapted for the particular
design of these ciphers. In this article we study how suitable it is in practice. We
implement the transciphering of different instances of the stream cipher family
FiLIP with homomorphic encryption schemes of the third generation using the
TFHE library.
We focus on two kinds of filter for FiLIP. First we consider the direct sum of
monomials, already evaluated using HElib and we show the improvements on
these results. Then we focus on the XOR-threshold filter, we develop strategies
to efficiently evaluate any symmetric Boolean function in an homomorphic way,
allowing us to give the first timings for such filters. We investigate different
approaches for the homomorphic evaluation: using the leveled homomorphic
scheme TGSW, an hybrid approach combining TGSW and TLWE schemes, and
the gate boostrapping approach. We discuss the costs in time and memory and
the impact on delegation of computation of these different approaches, and we
perform a comparison with others transciphering schemes.
keywords: Homomorphic Encryption, TFHE, Improved Filter Permutator, Transciphering.
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Introduction.

Fully homomorphic encryption (FHE) enables to perform computations over encrypted
data without decryption nor learning information on the data. Since the first construction
due to Gentry [21] in 2009, FHE is considered as the main solution to conceive a
secure delegation of computation. The principle is the following: the delegating party,
say Alice, encrypts her data using a FHE scheme and sends it to the computing
party, say Bob. He evaluates the functions asked by Alice on her encrypted data,
and sends back the encrypted results, without learning the values of the data sent
by Alice. Two main efficiency problems arise with this framework: the FHE ciphers
are costly to compute for Alice, and the expansion factor between the plaintext size
and the ciphertext size is prohibitive. Instead, an efficient framework to delegate
computations is obtained with an hybrid scheme, combining symmetric encryption (SE)
and homomorphic encryption [31]. In this framework, Alice uses a classic symmetric
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scheme to encrypt her data before sending it to the server. The advantages of the SE
schemes are the computation by devices with limited computational power or storage,
and the optimal expansion factor: the ciphertext size is exactly the data size. Then, Bob
transciphers these SE ciphertexts: he homomorphically evaluates the SE decryption to
get homomorphic ciphertexts of Alice’s data. Finally, Bob performs the computations
required by Alice on the encrypted data and sends back the encrypted results, as in
the initial framework. With such hybrid framework, an efficient transciphering gives an
efficient delegation of computation.
Fully homomorphic encryption allows to evaluate any function, then the efficiency
of this evaluation depends on how the function can be expressed in the native operations
of the FHE scheme. Following Gentry’s blueprint, FHE schemes are based on a
somewhat encryption scheme and a bootstrapping. The somewhat (or leveled) scheme
allows to perform a limited amount of two different operations, for example XOR and
AND. In an homomorphic ciphertext the message is masked by a quantity of noise,
and this noise is increasing during the operations, more or less importantly depending
on the operation nature. The bootstrapping is the key technique that resets a ciphertext
to be used again in the somewhat encryption scheme. The different costs in time (and
storage) between the homomorphic operations and the bootstrapping depend on the
FHE scheme, usually 1 there is the following hierarchy of cost: one operation is more
efficient than the other, and the bootstrapping is way more costly than the operations.
Therefore, an efficient transciphering is obtained by a SE scheme which decryption
function is fitting with the FHE cost hierarchy.
State-of-the-art. The so-called second generation (2G) of FHE which is represented
by the schemes [5, 6, 20, 26] has been widely used to implement transcipherings,
using open-source libraries such as HElib [24] and SEAL [10]. In these schemes the
multiplication increases the noise way more than the addition and the bootstrapping
is very costly. Therefore, when evaluating a function as a circuit, the multiplicative
depth dictates the efficiency. The SE schemes considered for transciphering have been
standard schemes with low multiplicative depth such as: AES [15, 22], Simon [25],
Prince [17] and Trivium [8]. More recent SE schemes are designed for advanced
primitive such as multi-party computation, zero-knowledge and FHE and share the
property of having a low multiplicative depth, and they give the most efficient
transciherings so far. It is the case of the block-cipher LowMC [3, 4], and the streamciphers Kreyvium [8], FLIP [30], Rasta [16], and FiLIP [29].
The third generation (3G), beginning with GSW scheme [23] has a very different
cost hierarchy. The multiplication is still more costly than the addition, but the error
growth is asymmetric in the two operands, then long chains of multiplications can be
evaluated without bootstrapping. The multiplicative depth does not dictate the efficiency
in this case, and other SE schemes could give a better transciphering. This generation
also allows the gate-bootstraping [11, 18], to evaluate a Boolean gate and perform the
bootstrapping at the same time, as quick as 13 ms [12] over the TFHE library [14]. The
3G is promising for transciphering but none has been realized so far. The main reasons
were the crippling sizes of the original ciphertexts in comparison with the 2G, and the
difficulty to adapt a SE scheme to this particular cost hierarchy.
1
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In this work we realize a transciphering with a FHE scheme of third generation.
The SE scheme we consider is FiLIP [29], a stream-cipher designed for homomorphic
evaluation. The principle of this stream cipher is to restrict the homomorphic computation to the evaluation of its filter: only one Boolean function f . For the security point
of view, the filter needs to fulfill various cryptographic criteria on Boolean functions
to resist known attacks up to a fixed level of security. If this filter can be evaluated
appropriately with the homomorphic cost hierarchy, then the whole transciphering
is efficient. We implement the transciphering using the TFHE library [14], offering
different HE schemes of the third generation. We focus primarily on a version of the
TGSW scheme, a variant of GSW [23] over the torus.
Contributions. We analyse the homomorphic evaluation of FiLIP with the TGSW
scheme, we implement the transcipherings with two families of filters, using three
homomorphic schemes of the third generation.
We study the homomorphic error growth of FiLIP with TGSW for two kinds of
filters: direct sum of monomials (DSM) [29] and XOR-threshold functions suggested
in [28]. For the DSM filter the bound on the error generalizes the bound of [30] on FLIP
functions with GSW. To analyze the error growth of the second filter we show how
to efficiently evaluate any symmetric Boolean function in 3G, and more particularly
threshold functions. Then we bound the ciphertext error for XOR-threshold filters,
confirming that a function with high multiplicative depth can be efficiently evaluated.
We implement the two different kinds of filters for instances designed for 128
bit-security with TGSW. We analyse the noise in practice and the timings of this
transciphering, which gives a latency of less than 2s for the whole transciphering.
We give a comparison with transcipherings from former works using the second
homomorphic generation (on HElib for instance). For an equivalent resulting noise
and security level, the latency of our transciphering is better than for the ones already
existing.
Finally, we implement the same variants of FiLIP with an a hybrid TGSW/TLWE
scheme and with the gate-bootstrapping FHE of [12], reaching a latency of 1.0s for
an only-additive homomorphic scheme. We provide comparisons between the three
evaluations of FiLIP we implemented and the evaluation over HElib in [29].
Roadmap. In Section 2, we remind definitions and properties from the TFHE scheme
and FiLIP and describe the TGSW scheme we will use. In Section 3, we study the
homomorphic evaluation of FiLIP filters and give a theoretical bound the noise after the
transciphering. Finally, we present our practical results (resulting noises and timings)
in Section 4 and compare our implementations to the ones already existing.

2

Preliminaries.

We use the following notations:
–
–
–
–

B denotes the set {0, 1}, and [n] the set of integers from 1 to n.
$
x←
− S means that x is uniformly randomly chosen in a set S.
T denotes the real torus R/Z, i.e. the real numbers modulo 1.
TN [X] denotes R[X]/(X N + 1) (mod 1), R denotes the ring of polynomials
Z[X]/(X N + 1) and BN [X] denotes B[X]/(X N + 1).
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– Vectors and matrices are denoted in bold (e.g. v, A). Mm,n (S) refers to the space
of m × n dimensional matrices with coefficients in S.
– wH denotes the Hamming weight of a binary vector.
– MUX refers to the multiplexer: for binary variables MUX(x1 , x2 , x3 ) gives x2 if
x1 = 0 and x3 if x1 = 1. We call x1 the control bit, x2 the value at 0 and x3 the
value at 1.

2.1

Homomorphic encryption and TFHE.

In this section, we start by introducing definitions and properties from [11] on homomorphic encryption schemes and operations implemented in the TFHE library [14]. In
a second time we describe the leveled homomorphic encryption scheme we will use for
transciphering based on the TFHE definitions.

TFHE Toolbox. The TFHE library [14] implements a gate-by-gate bootstrapping
based on [11, 12, 13]. Different homomorphic encryption schemes are combined for
this bootstrapping: LWE, TLWE and TGSW. We present only definitions and properties
needed for the evaluation of the TGSW leveled encryption scheme we will use in this
work, and refer to [11] for more details.
Definition 1 (LWE samples). Let k ∈ N a dimension parameter, α ∈ R+ a noise
parameter, s a uniformly distributed secret in some bounded set S ⊂ Zn . A LWE sample
under the key s with noise parameter α is a couple (a, b) ∈ Tn × T where b − hs, ai
follows a Gaussian distribution of standard deviation α.
Definition 2 (TLWE samples). Let k ≥ 1, N a power of 2, α a noise parameter,
$
s←
− BN [X]k a TLWE secret key. A fresh TLWE sample of a message µ ∈ TN [X] with
noise parameter α under the key s is a couple (a, b) ∈ TN [X]k × TN [X], where a is
uniformly chosen in TN [X]k and b − hs, ai follows a Gaussian distribution of standard
deviation α centered in µ.
The scheme introduced in [11] gives a gate-bootstrapping of LWE ciphers. Instead,
we focus on the homomorphic properties of TLWE: TLWE samples can be used to
encrypt messages µ ∈ P ⊂ TN [X] as c = (a, b) ∈ TN [X]k × TN [X], where b =
ha, si + µ + e ∈ TN [X]. This variant of Regev’s secret key encryption scheme is
additively homomorphic as far as each coefficient of e is smaller than half the minimal
distance between the coefficients of two possible messages. The introduction of TGSW
ciphers with a decomposition of TLWE ciphers gives us a multiplicative homomorphic
scheme.
Definition 3 (Gadget decomposition). For Bg ∈ N, let define the gadget matrix H ∈
M(k+1)·`,k+1 (TN [X]) as:
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Decomph,β, (v) is a decomposition algorithm on the gadget H with quality β and
precision  if and only if, for any TLWE sample v ∈ TN [X]k+1 , it efficiently and
publicly outputs a small vector u ∈ R(k+1)` such that ||u||∞ ≤ β and ||u×H−v||∞ ≤
. Furthermore, the expectation of u × H − v must be 0 when v is uniformly distributed
in TN [X]k+1 .
B

Such a decomposition with β = 2g and  =
in [11]. It allows to define TGSW samples:

1
2Bg`

exists and an example is described

Definition 4 (TGSW samples). Let ` and k ≥ 1 two integers, α ≥ 0 a noise
parameter and H the gadget matrix. Let s ∈ BN [X]k a TLWE key, then C ∈
M(k+1)`,k+1 (TN [X]) is a fresh TGSW sample of µ ∈ R such that µ · H 6= 0 with noise
parameter α if and only if C = Z + µ · H where each row of Z ∈ M(k+1)`,k+1 (TN [X])
is a TLWE cipher of 0 with noise parameter α.
Note that the product between µ and H is the R-module product, which means
that each coefficient of H is multiplied by µ. TGSW ciphers remain homomorphically
additive, and we can now introduce the homomorphic multiplications:
Definition 5 (External and internal products). Let define the external product
internal product  as:

and

: TGSW × TLWE → TLWE
(A, b) 7→ A

b = DecompH,β, (b) · A

 : TGSW × TGSW → TGSW


A


(A, B) 7→ A  B = 
A

b1




..

.
b(k+1)`

where ∀i ∈ {1, . . . , (k + 1)`}, bi corresponds to the i-th line of B.
A TGSW somewhat homomorphic scheme We describe a version of TGSW as a
somewhat homomorphic encryption scheme, allowing to perform a bounded number
of additions and multiplications. We consider a secret key scheme with plaintext space
P = {0, 1}.
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Definition 6 (TGSW leveled homomorphic encrytion scheme).
Let k, N ∈ N∗ , N a power of 2 the dimension parameters. Let `, Bg ∈ N the
decomposition parameters. Let α ∈ R+ the noise parameter.
$

– KeyGen(k, N ). From dimension parameters k, N , output sk ←
− BN [X]k .
– Enc(sk, µ, `, Bg , α). Using as inputs sk ∈ BN [X]k , µ ∈ {0, 1}, `, Bg decomposition parameters, and α the noise parameter:
$

• Pick A ←
− M(k+1)`,k (TN [X]).
• Compute e = (ei )i∈[(k+1)`] ∈ TN [X](k+1)` where each ei follows a centered
Gaussian distribution
of standard deviation α. 

ha1 , ski + e1


..
• Compute Z =  A
 ∈ M(k+1)`,k+1 (TN [X]).
.
ha(k+1)` , ski + e(k+1)`
• Output C = Z + µ · H.
– Dec(sk, C, `, Bg ). Using as inputs the secret key sk, and a ciphertext C,
• Denote (a, b) ∈ TN [X]k × TN [X] the (k` + 1)th line of C, compute ϕ =
b − hsk, ai ∈ TN [X].
• Round up the constant coefficient of ϕ to the closest Big ∈ T where i ∈ N,
im
denoted B
.
g
• Output m ∈ {0, 1} the parity of im .

– The Eval algorithm consists in iterating the homomorphic operations Add and Mul.
• Add(C1 , C2 ) : C+ = C1 + C2 .
• Mul(C1 , C2 , Bg , `) : C× = C1  C2 .
With this scheme, a TGSW ciphertext remains valid as far as the error terms are
lower than 2B1 g . To follow the noise evolution with the homomorphic computations we
use a worst case bound on the error coefficients (infinite norm), or an average bound
on the variance of these coefficients, using the independence assumption formalized
in [11]. To relate the error norm and the variance we use the Markov’s inequality
applied on subgaussians as in [11], it allows to estimate the maximal variance that can
be tolerated for a fixed decryption failure.
Assumption 1 (Independence Heuristic ([11] Assumption 3.6, [13] Assumption 3.11)).
All the coefficients of the error of TLWE or TGSW samples that occur in all the
operations we consider are independent and concentrated. More precisely, they are
σ-subgaussian where σ is the square-root of their variance.
Proposition 1 (Markov’s inequality on subgaussians [11]). Let X be a σ-subgaussian
t2

then ∀t > 0, P (|X| > t) ≤ 2e− 2σ2 .
We summarize the noise evolution during the homomorphic evaluation proven
in [11]. The equations are simplified since µ ∈ {0, 1}: since the plaintexts are binary,
they directly appear in the noise formula.
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Proposition 2 (TGSW noise evolution, adapted form [11]). Using the notations of
Definition 6, for i ∈ [3] let Ci be a TGSW cipher of µi with error noise variance Vi
and infinite norm εi . We denote by V+ and ε+ the error variance and infinite norm of
C1 +C2 , by V× and ε× the error variance and infinite norm of C1 C2 , by VM and εM
the error variance and infinite norm of MUX(C1 , C2 , C3 ) = C1  (C3 − C2 ) + C2 .
Then:

V+ ≤ V1 + V2 ,
 ε+ ≤ ε1 + ε2 ,
ε× ≤ c1 e1 + µ1 (c2 + e2 ) ,
V× ≤ c3 V1 + µ1 (c4 + V2 ) ,

εM ≤ max(ε2 , ε3 ) + c1 e1 + c2 , VM ≤ max(V2 , V3 ) + c3 V1 + c4 ,
where c1 = (k + 1)`N (Bg /2), c2 = (1 + kN )/(2Bg` ), c3 = (k + 1)`N (Bg /2)2 ,
c4 = (1 + kN )/(2Bg` )2 . The variances bounds are obtained assuming Assumption 1.
2.2

Boolean functions and FiLIP.

We recall the definitions of a Boolean function, their common representation, and some
families of functions.
Definition 7 (Boolean function). A Boolean function f with n variables is a function
from Fn2 to F2 .
Definition 8 (Algebraic Normal Form (ANF)). We call Algebraic Normal Form of a
Boolean function f its n-variable polynomial representation over F2 :
!
X
Y
X
f (x) =
aI
xi =
aI xI ,
I⊆[n]

i∈I

I⊆[n]

where aI ∈ F2 .
– The algebraic
Q degree of f equals the global degree max{I | aI =1} |I| of its ANF.
– Any term i∈I xi in such an ANF is called a monomial and its degree equals |I|.
Definition 9 (Direct sum of monomials & direct sum vector [30]). Let f be a
Boolean function of n variables, we call f a Direct Sum of Monomials (or DSM) if
the following holds for its ANF: ∀(I, J) such that aI = aJ = 1, I ∩ J ∈ {∅, I ∪ J}.
Let f a DSM, we define its direct sum vector: mf = [m1 , m2 , . . . , mk ] of length
k = deg(f ), where mi is the number of monomials of degree i of f : for i > 0, mi =
|{aI = 1, such that |I| = i}|.
Note that DSM corresponds to functions where each variable appears at most once
in the ANF.
Definition 10 (Threshold function). Let n ∈ N∗ , for any positive integers d ≤ n + 1
we define the Boolean function Td,n as:

1
if wH (x) ≥ d,
∀x = (x1 , . . . , xn ) ∈ Fn2 , Td,n (x) =
0
otherwise.
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Definition 11 (XOR-THR function). For any positive integers k, d and n such that
d ≤ n + 1 we define XTHRk,d,n for all z = (x1 , . . . , xk , y1 , . . . , yn ) ∈ Fk+n
as:
2
XTHRk,d,n (z) = x1 + · · · + xk + Td,n (y1 , . . . , yn ) = XORk (x) + Td,n (y).
The symmetric encryption schemes we will evaluate are binary streamciphers
following the improved filter permutator construction [29], illustrated in Figure 1. The
encryption process is the following: denoting by N the size of the key, n the size of the
input of the filtering function (n ≤ N ) and f the n-variables filtering function:
– The forward secure PRNG outputs the subset, the permutation and the whitening at
each clock cycle,
– the subset Si is chosen as a subset of n elements over N ,
– the permutation Pi from n to n elements is chosen,
– the whitening wi ∈ Fn2 is chosen,
– the key-stream bit is computed as si = f (Pi (Si (K)) + wi ).

IV

. Key register K

PRNG
Subset
Perm.
Gen.

Pi
whitening

f
plaintext
ciphertext
Fig. 1. Improved filter permutator constructions.
The streamcipher family FiLIP is an instantiation of the improved filter permutator
paradigm where the PRNG is a variant of AES in counter mode, and the wire-cross
permutations are generated by the Knuth shuffle. We will focus on 3 candidates
proposed for 128-bit security:
– FiLIP-1216 [29], DSM filter, mf = [128, 64, 0, 80, 0, 0, 0, 80], n = 1216, N =
214 ,
– FiLIP-1280 [29], DSM filter, mf = [128, 64, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 64],
n = 1280, N = 212 ,
– FiLIP-144 [28], XOR-THR filter, f = XTHR81,32,63 , n = 144, N = 214 .
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Homomorphic evaluation of FiLIP.

During the transciphering with FiLIP only the filter evaluation has an impact on the
ciphertexts’ noise. Indeed, as explained in [29] the subset selection and wire-cross
permutation are performed in clear. The whitening gives indexes where a homomorphic
NOT needs to be applied, which can be realized without increasing the noise.
In this section we study how to evaluate FiLIP filters efficiently with TGSW. First
we give a Boolean circuit to compute any symmetric Boolean functions with few gates.
This circuit improves the homomorphic evaluation for several FHE schemes, but its
design is primarily based on optimizing GSW-like FHE evaluation. It will be the core of
the evaluation of XOR-THR filters. Then we specify which representation and therefore
which circuit we use for the two kinds of filters, giving a lower bound on the Boolean
gates to homomorphically evaluate in each case. Finally we give an upper bound on the
noise in the TGSW ciphertext obtained after evaluating the different filters.
3.1

Evaluation of symmetric Boolean functions.

In this part we focus on efficiently evaluating threshold functions. Since they are
symmetric Boolean functions (the result does not depend on the order of the n inputs),
they can be evaluated in different ways. The ANF of such functions is characterized
in [27]; when n ≥ 2dlog de all the monomials of this degree appear in the ANF, which
seems prohibitive for any evaluation. Nevertheless, evaluating branching programs [7]
or finite automata [11] has been shown to be very promising with the third generation.
Hence, we consider the evaluation of thresholds function, or other symmetric Boolean
function, with MUX gates (multiplexers) rather than based on the ANF representation.
Definition 12 (Circuit for symmetric functions). Let n ∈ N, n ≥ 2, we define the
Boolean circuit Cn with n inputs x1 to xn and n + 1 outputs y0 to yn with the following
gates:
– n NOT gates N1 to Nn , where for i ∈ [n] each Ni has input xi .
– 2(n − 1) AND gates Ai,0 and Ai,i for i ∈ [2, n], where:
• the inputs of A2,0 are N1 and N2 , and for i ∈ [3, n] the inputs of Ai,0 are Ni
and Ai−1,0 ,
• the inputs of A2,2 are x1 and x2 , and for i ∈ [3, n] the inputs of Ai,i are xi and
 Ai−1,i−1 .
– n2 MUX gates Mi,j where i ∈ [2, n] and j ∈ [i − 1], where:
• the inputs of M2,1 are x2 for the control bit, x1 for the value at 0, and N1 for
the value at 1,
• the inputs of Mi,1 for i ∈ [3, n] are xi for the control bit, Mi−1,1 for the value
at 0, and Ai−1,0 for the value at 1,
• the inputs of Mi,i−1 for i ∈ [3, n] are xi for the control bit, Ai−1,i−1 for the
value at 0, and Mi−1,i−2 for the value at 1,
• the inputs of Mi,j for i ∈ [4, n] and j ∈ [2, i − 2] are xi for the control bit,
Mi−1,j for the value at 0, and Mi−1,j−1 for the value at 1.
The outputs are given by An,0 , Mn,1 , . . . , Mn,n−1 , An,n .
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To illustrate we give the example of C7 in Figure 2. The principle of this multioutput circuit is to compute the Hamming weight of the vector of inputs, as formalized
in the following proposition:
Proposition 3. Let n ∈ N, n ≥ 2, ∀x ∈ Fn2 the vector of outputs of Cn gives 1 at index
wH (x) and 0 elsewhere.
Proof. We do the proof by induction. We show that ∀i ∈ [2, n] only one of the gates Ai,j
or Mi,j (where j ∈ [0, i]) gives 1. The index j of this gate corresponds the Hamming
weight of the i-th-length prefix of x: (x1 , . . . , xi ). Note that the statements always
neglect the NOT gates.
For the initialization step we exhaust the four cases, the values for (x1 , x2 ) ∈ F22
of (A2,0 , M2,1 , A2,2 ) are: (0, 0; 1, 0, 0), (1, 0; 0, 1, 0), (0, 1; 0, 1, 0), and (1, 1; 0, 0, 1).
For the four cases only one of the three gates of level 2 gives 1, the one with index
j = wH (x1 , x2 ), which validates the initialization.
Let assume for one i ∈ [2, n − 1] that only the gate of index j = wH (x1 , . . . , xi )
outputs 1 and all the others at level i give 0. Note that at level i + 1 the AND gate Ai+1,0
could by written as a MUX gate with control bit xi+1 , the output of Ai,0 for value at 0
and 0 for value at 1. Similarly, the AND gate Ai+1,i+1 could by written as a MUX gate
with control bit xi+1 , the output of Ai,i for value at 1 and 0 for value at 0. Consequently,
the i + 2 gates at level i + 1 correspond to MUX gates: they all output their value at 0
(i.e. value of their right parent) if xi+1 = 0, or value at 0 (i.e. left parent) if xi+1 = 1.
Therefore, the vector of outputs at level i + 1 is the one of level i with a 0 appended on
the right if xi+1 = 0 or on the left if xi+1 = 1. It guarantees that there is only one 1
at level i + 1, the index being wH (x1 , . . . , xi ) if xi+1 = 0 and wH (x1 , . . . , xi ) + 1 if
xi+1 = 1, in both cases it corresponds to wH (x1 , · · · , xi+1 ). This proves the induction
step, and allows to conclude the induction. Since the property applies for i = n the
outputs y0 , · · · , yn of Cn for x ∈ Fn2 are such that ywH (x) = 1 and the others are equal
to 0.
The interest of the circuit Cn is to compute symmetric Boolean functions with a low
number of gates. Note that for i ∈ [0, n] the output yi gives the result of the indicator
function of the set {x ∈ Fn2 | wH (x) = i}. Since these functions form a basis of the
symmetric n-variable Boolean functions, any symmetric n-variable Boolean function
can be computed by xoring outputs of Cn . For the threshold function Td,n it would
consist in xoring the outputs from yd to yn . Nevertheless, computing Cn and xoring
some of the outputs involves unnecessary computations, therefore we will prefer a
simplified circuit for Td,n which has around twice less gates.
To simplify the description we introduce a new Boolean gate, used instead of some
MUX gates in Cn .
Definition 13 (Modified MUX gate). Let x1 , x2 , x3 ∈ Fn2 , the modified MUX gate
WUX is defined as WUX(x1 , x2 , x3 ) = x1 x3 + x2 , where by analogy with the MUX
x1 is called the control bit, x2 the value at 0, and x3 the value at 1.
Note that the only difference with the classic gate is that x3 is x3 + x2 in the MUX
gate, and the WUX gate is simply computed with one AND and one XOR. The simpler
circuit to compute Td,n is obtained by two modifications. First, we delete the gates only
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M4,2
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M4,3

M5,3

M6,3

M7,3
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A5,5

M6,5

M7,5

M7,6

x5

A6,6

x6

A7,7
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Fig. 2. Boolean circuit C7 . The control bit of each level of MUX is the input xi on the
left side, the left arrow (→) in input of a MUX corresponds to the input for a control bit
equal to 0 and the right arrow (→) for the value at 1.
used to compute the yi such that i < d (it corresponds to delete An−d+1,0 and all the
gates depending on its value). Then, we subside the parts leading to yi such that i > d
by sums as soon as possible in the computation using WUX gates (it corresponds to
delete Ad+1,d+1 and all the gates depending on its value, and converting the MUX gates
depending on the value of Ad,d into WUX gates). We formalize the obtained circuit in
Definition 14, illustrate it with the example of T4,7 in Figure 3, and assess its property
in the following proposition.
Definition 14 (Threshold circuit). Let d, n ∈ N, n ≥ 4, 2 ≤ d ≤ n − 2, we define the
Boolean circuit Td,n with n inputs x1 to xn and one output with the following gates:
– n − d NOT gates N1 to Nn−d , where for i ∈ [n − d] each Ni has input xi .
– n − 2 AND gates Ai,0 for i ∈ [2, n − d] and Ai,i for i ∈ [2, d], where:
• the inputs of A2,0 are N1 and N2 , and for i ∈ [3, n − d] the inputs of Ai,0 are
Ni and Ai−1,0 ,
• the inputs of A2,2 are x1 and x2 , and for i ∈ [3, d] the inputs of Ai,i are xi and
Ai−1,i−1 .
– (n−d)(d−1) MUX gates Mi,j for i ∈ [2, n−1], j ∈ [max(1, i−(n−d)), min(i−
1, d − 1)], where:
• the inputs of M2,1 are x2 for the control bit, x1 for the value at 0, and N1 for
the value at 1,
• the inputs of Mi,1 for i ∈ [3, n − d + 1] are xi for the control bit, Mi−1,1 for
the value at 0, and Ai−1,0 for the value at 1,
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• the inputs of Mi,i−1 for i ∈ [3, d] are xi for the control bit, Ai−1,i−1 for the
value at 0, and Mi−1,i−2 for the value at 1,
• the inputs of Mi,j for i ∈ [4, n − 1] and j ∈ [max(1, i − (n − d)), min(i −
1, d − 1)] are xi for the control bit, Mi−1,j for the value at 0, and Mi−1,j−1
for the value at 1.
– (n − d) WUX gates Wi,d for i ∈ [d + 1, n] where:
• the inputs of Wd+1,d are xd+1 for the control bit, Ad,d for the value at 0, and
Md,d−1 for the value at 1,
• the inputs of Wi,d for i ∈ [d + 2, n] are xi for the control bit, Wi−1,d for the
value at 0, and Mi−1,d−1 for the value at 1.
The output is given by Wn,d .

x1

x2

x3

x4

x5

x6

x7

A2,0

N2

N3

x1

N1

A3,0

M2,1

M3,1

M4,1

M3,2

M4,2

M5,2

x2

A2,2

M4,3

M5,3

M6,3

A3,3

x3

A4,4

x4

W5,4

W6,4

W7,4

Fig. 3. Boolean circuit T4,7 . The control bit of each level of MUX is the input xi on the
left side, the left arrow (→) in input of a MUX (or WUX) corresponds to the input for a
control bit equal to 0 and the right arrow (→) for the value at 1.

Proposition 4. Let d, n ∈ N, n ≥ 4, 2 ≤ d ≤ n − 2, ∀x ∈ Fn2 the Boolean circuit Td,n
computes Td,n (x).
Proof. By construction Td,n is obtained from Cn by two main transformations: deleting
An−d+1,0 and the gates depending on its output (plus the d NOT gates such that i >
n − d), and merging the gates depending on Ad,d into one WUX gate at each level i for
i ∈ [d + 1, n]. We will first prove by induction that in the circuit obtained from Cn by
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merging the gates depending on Ad,d in n − d WUX gates Wi,d , the following property
holds: Wi,d gives 1 if and only if wH (x1 , . . . , xi ) ≥ d. Then we will show that deleting
all the part depending on An−d+1,0 does not impact the computation of Wn,d which
gives the output.
We define the Boolean circuit Cd,n as Cn where for i ∈ [d + 1, n] the AND gate Ai,i
and the MUX gates Mi,j for j ∈ [d, i − 1] are merged into the WUX gate Wi,d . Wd+1,d
has control bit xd+1 , Ad,d as value at 0 and Md,d−1 as value at 1. For i ∈ [d+2, n], Wi,d
has control bit xi , Wi,d as value at 0 and Mi,d−1 as value at 1. We show by induction
that ∀i ∈ [d + 1, n] Wi,d gives 1 if and only if wH (x1 , . . . , xi ) ≥ d, and only one of the
gates Ai,0 , Wi,d , Mi,j for j ∈ [d − 1] gives 1.
For the initialization step, i = d + 1, Cd,n up to the level d is exactly Cd , therefore
using Proposition 3 Md,d−1 gives 1 if and only if wH (x1 , . . . , xd ) = d − 1 and Ad,d
gives 1 if and only if wH (x1 , . . . , xd ) = d. We consider the three possible cases: both
gates give 0, Md,d−1 gives 1, and Ad,d gives 1. In the first case the value of Wi,d is
xd+1 ·0+0 = 0 and since wH (x1 , . . . , xd ) < d−1 we get wH (x1 , . . . , xd+1 ) < d. In the
second case the value of Wi,d is xd+1 · 1 + 0 = xd+1 and since wH (x1 , . . . , xd ) = d − 1
we get wH (x1 , . . . , xd+1 ) = d if xd+1 = 1 and wH (x1 , . . . , xd+1 ) = d − 1 if xd+1 = 0.
In the third case the value of Wi,d is xd+1 · 0 + 1 = 1 and since wH (x1 , . . . , xd ) = d
we get wH (x1 , . . . , xd+1 ) ≥ d. Summarizing the three cases Wd+1,d gives 1 if and only
if wH (x1 , . . . , xd+1 ) ≥ d. Note that the gates Ad+1,0 and Md+1,j for j ∈ [d − 1] are
computed exactly as in Cd+1 . Hence, from Proposition 3 only one of them gives 1 if
wH (x1 , . . . , xd+1 ) < d and none if wH (x1 , . . . , xd+1 ) ≥ d. Therefore only one of the
gates Ad+1,0 , Wd+1,d , Md+1,j for j ∈ [d − 1] gives 1, which validates the initialization.
Let assume that for one i ∈ [d+2, n] Wi,d gives 1 if and only if wH (x1 , . . . , xi ) ≥ d,
and only one of the gates Ai,0 , Wi,d , Mi,j for j ∈ [d − 1] outputs 1. Note that the gates
Ai+1,0 , Mi+1,j for j ∈ [d − 1] are computed exactly as in Ci+1 , therefore Proposition 3
guarantees that at most one outputs 1: if its index j = wH (x1 , . . . , xi+1 ). We consider
the three possible cases: Wi,d and Mi,d−1 both give 0, Mi,d−1 gives 1, and Wi,d gives 1.
In the first case the value computed by Wi+1,d is 0, since wH (x1 , . . . , xi ) < d − 1 (Wi,d
and Mi,d−1 both null) then wH (x1 , . . . , xi+1 ) < d, and only one of the gates Ai+1,0 ,
Mi+1,j for j ∈ [d − 1] gives 1. In the second case the value computed by Wi+1,d is
xi+1 , therefore if xi+1 = 0 then wH (x1 , . . . , xi+1 ) = wH (x1 , . . . , xi ) = d − 1 and
Mi+1,d−1 is the only gate at level i + 1 giving 1. If xi+1 = 1 then wH (x1 , . . . , xi+1 ) =
wH (x1 , . . . , xi ) + 1 = d, none of the gates Ai+1,0 , Mi+1,j for j ∈ [d − 1] gives 1, hence
Wi+1,d is the only one giving 1. In the last case the value computed by Wi+1,d is 1,
wH (x1 , . . . , xi ) ≥ d so wH (x1 , . . . , xi+1 ) ≥ d and only the gate Wi+1,d gives 1 at level
i+1. Summarizing the different cases Wi+1,d gives 1 if and only if wH (x1 , . . . , xi+1 ) ≥
d, and only one of the gates Ai+1,0 , Wi+1,d , Mi+1,j for j ∈ [d − 1] outputs 1, which
allows to conclude the induction.
To finalize the proof, note that the output of Cd,n given by Wn,d , that we call zd ,
gives the value of Td,n (x). None of the gates depending on An−d+1,0 nor Ni for i ∈
[n − d + 1, n] are evaluated in the path leading to zd . Hence zd can be computed by
the circuit modified from Cd,n by removing all these gates. It corresponds to the circuit
Td,n , concluding the proof.
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Remark 1. The restrictions d ≥ 2 and n − d ≥ 2 come from the circuit description:
always having AND gates on the left and right side. Valid circuits for the remaining
values can be obtained by removing some of these gates (changing the general
description): the Ai,0 gates are unnecessary for d ≥ n − 2 and the Ai,i gates are
unnecessary for d ≤ 2.
3.2

Evaluating FiLIP filters.

For the homomorphic evaluation the filter needs to be computed without knowing the
value in the input ciphertexts, hence using the same Boolean circuit for the 2n possible
inputs. A circuit to evaluate a Boolean function f can be derived from its ANF: each
monomial can be computed as the AND of the variables of this monomial, and the sum
over all the monomials in the ANF can be performed with XOR gates. It is the strategy
we use to evaluate DSM since they have a very sparse ANF (at most n monomials
over 2n ). The situation is different for XOR-THR functions, the threshold part has
a dense ANF. The threshold function we consider for FiLIP-144: T32,63 belongs to

t+1
the subfamily T2t ,2t+1 −1 and therefore its ANF consists in the 2 2t−1 monomials of
degree 2t (see e.g. [27] Theorem 1). In this case the circuit based on the ANF would
lead to XOR around 9 · 1017 AND of 32 terms. Instead we will use the circuit Td,n of
Section 3.1.
In the following proposition we give the number (and nature) of Boolean gates
required to homomorphically compute the different filters.
Proposition 5 (FiLIP’s filter evaluation). Let f be the filter function of FiLIP, f can
be computed with at most the following number of Boolean gates:
– f is the DSM with direct sumvector mf = [m1 , . . . , mk ]: 0 NOT, m − 1 XOR,
Pk
and n − m AND where m =
i=1 mi .
– f is the XOR-threshold function XTHRk,d,n : n − d NOT, (n − d)(2d − 1) + k
XOR, and (n − d)d + n − 2 AND.
Proof. For a DSM, since each variable appears only once in the ANF, the result can be
computed in n − 1 XOR and AND gates. The number of monomials being m, m − 1
XOR are needed, which also gives the number of AND.
For a XOR-THR function, using Proposition 4 the Boolean circuit Td,n computes
Td,n , which gives the number of NOT, AND, MUX, and WUX gates to evaluate it.
Counting that a MUX can be computed with 2XOR and 1AND, and 1XOR and 1AND
for a WUX, and that k XOR are necessary to sum the XORk part leads to the final
number of gates.

3.3

Noise evolution with TGSW.

In this part we bound the error infinite norm and variance of the ciphers after
transciphering in term of error parameters of the initial ciphers. Each XOR is evaluated
by Add, each AND by Mul and NOT gate by subtracting the ciphertext to H.
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Proposition 6 (FiLIP error-growth). Let f be the filter function of FiLIP, let Ci , i ∈
[n], fresh TGSW ciphertexts with error variance and infinite norm V and ε, and Cf the
ciphertext obtained by homomorphically evaluating f with error variance and infinite
norm Vf and εf . The following bounds apply:
– if f is the DSM with direct sum vector mf = [m1 , . . . , mk ] then:
εf ≤ (n − m)(c1 ε + c2 ) + mε, and Vf ≤ (n − m)(c3 V + c4 ) + mV,
– if f is the XOR-threshold function XTHRk,d,n then:
εf ≤

(n + d − 2)(n − d + 1)
(c1 ε + c2 ) + (n − d + k + 1)ε, and
2

(n + d − 2)(n − d + 1)
(c3 V + c4 ) + (n − d + k + 1)V,
2
where the variance bounds assume the independence heuristic Assumption 1.
Vf ≤

Proof. We refer to noise parameters for the two quantities error infinite norm and
variance. The results on the error variance assume Assumption 1, not the ones on the
error infinite norm.
We begin the proof by considering the DSM filter. Using Proposition 2, the noise
parameters associated to a product of i ∈ N∗ fresh ciphertexts (the noisiest ciphertext
always taken as the second operand) are εΠi ≤ (i − 1)(c1 ε + c2 ) + ε and VΠi ≤
(i − 1)(c3 ε + c4 ) + V . It gives the noise parameters of the ciphertexts corresponding to
the monomial of degree i. We use the noise formulas for the addition on the mi products
of i ciphertexts (for i ∈ [k]) and then for the sum of these k ciphertexts. It finally gives:
εf ≤

k
X
i=1

≤

k
X
i=1

mi εΠi ≤

k
X

mi ((i − 1)(c1 ε + c2 ) + ε)

i=1

imi (c1 ε + c2 ) +

k
X

mi (ε − (c1 ε + c2 )) = (n − m)(c1 ε + c2 ) + mε,

i=1

where m is the number of monomials of f and n its number of variables. Similarly,
Vf ≤ (n − m)(c3 V + c4 ) + mV .
For the XOR-threshold function we start with the noise parameters for the evaluation of Td,n using the circuit Td,n . We bound the noise parameters of each ciphertext
of the binary value obtained at each gate of the circuit since the ciphertext of Td,n
is the output of the circuit. for readability we write noise parameters of the gate for
the noise parameters of the ciphertext obtained after the evaluation of the circuit up
to this gate. We proceed by studying separately the NOT, AND, MUX, and WUX
gates, and we refer to their level in the circuit (the index i in Definition 14). First,
the noise parameters of NOT gates is the same as its input. Then, the AND gates
are obtained by products of fresh ciphertexts then the noise parameters of Ai,j are
εΠi and VΠi . For the MUX gates we show by induction on the level i ∈ [2, n − 1]
that all MUX of level i have noise parameters εMi ≤ (i − 1)(c1 ε + c2 ) + ε and
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VMi ≤ (i−1)(c3 V +c4 )+V (the same bounds as for εΠi and VΠi ). For the initialization
step, i = 2, the only MUX gate is computed as MUX(C2 , C1 , H − Ci ). Thereafter, the
noise formula of the MUX in Proposition 2 gives εM2 ≤ ε + c1 ε + c2 , validating
the initialization. For the induction step, we assume that at level i we have the bound
εMi ≤ ε + (i − 1)(c1 ε + c2 ). By definition of Td,n each MUX gate at level i + 1 has
input control bit xi+1 and the two other inputs are AND or MUX gates of the level i.
From the induction hypothesis the error infinite norm relative to both these inputs is
lower than or equal to ε + (i − 1)c1 ε + c2 . Hence, the noise formula for the MUX gives
εMi+1 ≤ ε+(i−1)(c1 ε+c2 )+c1 ε+c2 , validating the induction step. The proof for VMi
follows similar arguments, which allows to conclude the induction proof for the MUX
gates. Finally, for the WUX gates we show by induction on k ∈ [n − d] that the WUX
gate Wd+k,d has noise parameters εWd+k ≤ (2d + k − 2)(k + 1)(c1 ε + c2 )/2 + (k + 1)ε
and similarly VWd+k ≤ (2d + k − 2)(k + 1)(c3 V + c3 )/2 + (k + 1)V assuming
the independence heuristic. Note that (2d + k − 2)(k + 1)(c1 ε + c2 )/2 + (k +
Pk
1)ε =
i=0 ((d − 1 + i)(c1 ε + c2 ) + ε) which is the formula we will use for the
induction. For the initialization step, k = 1, the WUX gate Wd+1,d is computed
as XOR(AND(xd+1 , Md,d−1 ), Ad,d ). Thereafter, the noise formulas of Mul and Add
of Proposition 2 give εWd+1 ≤ d(c1 ε + c2 ) + ε + (d − 1)(c1 ε + c2 ) + ε, which
P1
is equivalent to i=0 ((d − 1 + i)(c1 ε + c2 ) + ε), validating the initialization. For
the induction step, we assume that for one value of k in [n − d − 1] we have
Pk
εWd+k ≤
i=0 ((d − 1 + i)(c1 ε + c2 ) + ε). By definition of Td,n the WUX gate
at level d + k + 1 has control bit xd+k+1 and the two other inputs are a MUX and
the WUX of level k + d. Then, we know the noise parameters of the MUX from
the precedent part and the error infinite norm of the WUX gate in input from the
induction hypothesis. Hence, the product and addition noise formulas allow to conclude
Pk+1
εWd+k+1 ≤ i=0 ((d−1+i)(c1 ε+c2 )+ε), validating the induction step. The proof for
VWd+k follows similar arguments, which allows to conclude the induction proof for the
MUX gates. The last WUX gate (Wn,d ) corresponds to the ciphertext of Td,n , therefore
its noise parameters are εTd,n ≤ (n + d − 2)(n − d + 1)(c1 ε + c2 )/2 + (n − d + 1)ε
and VTd,n ≤ (n + d − 2)(n − d + 1)(c3 V + c4 )/2 + (n − d + 1)V .
Finally, the XTHRk,d,n filter is evaluated by performing k Add of fresh ciphertexts
to the ciphertext corresponding to Td,n . Using the precedent part of the proof and the
noise formulas of Proposition 2 for the addition we obtain εf ≤ (n + d − 2)(n − d +
1)(c1 ε + c2 )/2 + (n − d + 1 + k)ε and Vf ≤ (n + d − 2)(n − d + 1)(c3 ε + c4 )/2 +
(n − d + 1 + k)V .

Remark 2. The homomorphic evaluation of Td,n can also be based on the circuit Cn ,
adding the last n−d output ciphertexts. It would lead to an infinite error norm εTd,n such
that εTd,n ≤ (n − d + 1)((n − 1)(c1 ε + c2 ) + ε). With the same strategy, any n-variable
symmetric Boolean function f can be evaluated with εf ≤ (n+1)((n−1)(c1 ε+c2 )+ε).
Also, multiplying the outputs yi by xi for i ∈ [n] of Cn and summing these n
products allows to compute the Hidden Weighted Bit Function (HWBF), which is
known to have good cryptographic properties [32]. The corresponding evaluation would
lead to εf ≤ n(n(c1 ε + c2 ) + ε).
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Implementation of FiLIP with TGSW

In this section we present our implemention of the transciphering of FiLIP with the
TGSW scheme. First, we precise our selection of parameters and the settings of our
implementation. Then, we analyze the noise obtained during the evaluation of FiLIP,
and we compare it to the limit bound at which the decryption fails. We give the timings
of the transciphering for the different filter choices, and compare these results with the
transciphering from other works. Finally, we implement two evaluations of FiLIP with
other 3G schemes implemented in TFHE, and compare the different options.
4.1

Selection of parameters.

Since the SE scheme has a bit-security of 128 we select the parameters to ensure
the same security for the homomorphic scheme. Furthermore, we decide to fix the
maximum probability of failure for the decryption at 2−128 , which is more restrictive
that the usual choices in homomorphic evaluation. It is more coherent with the SE
scheme which decryption is always correct, and it thwarts attacks using low decryption
failure [19].
We use the estimator [2] for the concrete security of the LWE problem to fix the
parameters k, N and α (α being the noise of a fresh cipher). More precisely for the
TGSW scheme we estimate that the modulo for LWE (i.e. the coefficient ring) is equal
to 232 , since the TFHE library represents elements x ∈ T as the integers b232 xc
encoded on 32 bits. Fixing k = 1 the scheme relies more precisely on RLWE, but since
there is no known attacks that are more efficient against RLWE than against LWE, we
believe that this estimator is accurate for this scheme. Accordingly, we use the following
parameters: k = 1, N = 1024 and α = 1e−9, which ensures 128-bit security.
Then we choose two sets of decomposition parameters ` and Bg :
• Set 1: k = 1, N = 1024, α = 1e−9, Bg = 25 , ` = 6.
• Set 2: k = 1, N = 1024, α = 1e−9, Bg = 2, ` = 20.
Using Proposition 1 we can determine the maximal variance allowed with these
2
−1
parameters: 2e(8Bg Vmax )
= 2−128 ⇐⇒ Vmax = (1032Bg2 ln(2))−1 . It gives
Vmax = 1.37e−6 for the Set 1 and for the Set 2, Vmax = 3.49e−5. As we will see in the
following subsections, the first set of parameters gives better results in term of noise and
speed, but the second one is useful for the comparison with the hybrid TGSW/TLWE
scheme in Section 4.4.
4.2

Noise evolution in practice.

We experimentally study the noise of the transciphering, it allows to compare it with the
theoretical upper bounds of Proposition 6 which does not take into account the rounding
error inhenrent in the representation of real numbers. In order to evaluate the concrete
noise of the transciphering output ciphertexts, we implement a function that computes
the noise of a ciphertext. This function behaves like the decryption one, except it does
not round up to the closest message but compare to what a noiseless ciphertext would
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be: It starts by isolating the coefficient in which we retrieve the message (the constant
coefficient of the polynomial obtained by computing a scalar product with the (k`+1)th
line). It then outputs the difference between this value and the closest Big , which would
be the message in the decryption algorithm.
We compute the average noises and variance noises over samples of at least 100
independent ciphertexts (we do not gain much precision on the variance with more
samples). We give the resulting ciphertexts noise in Table 1, where the average noises
are given normalized to the decryption limit (i.e. divided by 2B1 g , since decryption fails
if the noise exceeds this limit). We do not present the evaluation of FiLIP-144 with

Filter
Parameters average noise
FiLIP-1280
1.17e−3
FiLIP-1216
Set 1
2.18e−3
FiLIP-144
3.26e−3
FiLIP-1280
9.22e−2
Set 2
FiLIP-1216
1.75e−1

0
Vem
Vmax
1.34e−10
2.88e−10 1.37e−6
7.19e−10
7.41e−6
3.49e−5
1.62e−5

Table 1. Transciphering noises of FiLIP over TGSW, comparison with different filters
and sets of parameters for 128 bits security. The average noise represents the ciphertexts
0
denotes the measured
noise normalized by the maximum decryption noise. Vem
variance and Vmax denotes the maximum variance defined above.

the Set 2 because the noise variance growth is too important. We could get around
this issue by allowing a slightly higher probability of decryption failure or by finding a
better inequality to bound subgaussians variance. However the Set 2 is mainly presented
to compare to the hybrid TLWE/TGSW scheme (which use this set of parameters), and
we only implemented this hybrid scheme with DSM filters since they are more efficient.
With this HE scheme, the noise evolution during the homomorphic product is
asymmetrical, and as long as one of the operand is a fresh ciphertext the noise remains
small. Unfortunately, when performing transciphering, we loose the ability to use fresh
ciphertexts as operands. This limits the number of multiplications we can perform
with our resulting ciphertexts (without bootstrapping) with these sets of parameters,
allowing only operations over the R-module. Allowing more multiplications directly
would require to increase the LWE modulus in order to get a better exit noise, which is
not possible without in-depth changes to the TFHE library [14].
4.3

Performance and comparisons.

We provide the timings for the transciphering of FiLIP, for instances of DSM filter
and XOR-threshold filter with the TGSW scheme. The timings in this section were
obtained with a personal laptop with processor Intel(R) Core(TM) i5-6600K CPU
@ 3.50GHz. We summarize the results in Table 2, the latency corresponds to the
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homomorphic evaluation of FiLIP with TGSW, and the key size refers to the FiLIP
secret key encrypted with TGSW. One can notice that the key size is not a limiting
factor since it is only used by the party doing the homomorphic computations, and is
reasonable for this context.
Since FiLIP is a stream-cipher, its latency is the time per bit necessary to evaluate the
decryption. For the DSM filters, FiLIP-1216 has the best latency: less than 2 seconds/bit
for a transciphering of 128 bits security, FiLIP-1280 is slower but allows to use a smaller
symmetric key. The XOR-Threshold filter has a competitive latency with the two DSM
filters, which shows that other filters than DSM can be used for a similar efficiency. We

Set 1
Set 2
Latency (s) Key size (Mo) Latency (s) Key size (Mo)
FiLIP-1280
2.2
200
22.7
800
FiLIP-1216
1.9
800
20.0
2680
FiLIP-144
2.5
800
Filter

Table 2. Transciphering timings of FiLIP over TGSW, comparison with 2 DSM filters
(FiLIP-1280 and FiLIP-1216) and a XOR-threshold filter (FiLIP-144), with 2 sets of
parameters for 128 bits security.

give a comparison of the transciphering we implemented and former ones. The other
works were all evaluated with a 2G scheme [5] on the HElib [24] library. We consider
SE schemes of 128 bits security, using homomorphic parameters guaranteeing at least
the same security. The transcipherings we compare correspond to the fastest variants:
having the smallest ciphertexts allowing a correct decryption after transciphering. We
summarize the results in Table 3. The security parameter in the table comes from the
HElib library estimator for the first part of the schemes (source [29]), but the real
security would be lower [1]. We did not find the security parameters for these timings
of Kreyvium but we assume it is more than 128 bits, and the ones for our evaluations
come from the estimation in Section 4.1.
Our transciphering has a better latency than all the existing implementations with
a neat gain: homomorphic FiLIP-1216 decryption is 10 times faster than previous
transcipherings. It shows that 3G implementation can lead to a very competitive latency.
However, since TGSW does not support message batching yet, it has a way lower
throughput than other transcipherings implemented on HElib, which are able to take
advantage of homomorphic batching techniques to decrypt hundreds of bits at once,
thus compensating the latency. Indeed, homomorphic batching consists in encrypting
up to N plaintexts into a single homomorphic ciphertext. After batching encryption,
the resulting ciphertext allows only homomorphic evaluation in an SIMD fashion,
i.e. homomorphic operations perform the corresponding componentwise operations
over the plaintext vector. As a consequence, transcipherings have a better bit-rate
when batching is supported, but using it limits homomorphic evaluations to vectorized
operations and rotations via the Frobenius endomorphism.
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Cipher
Latency (s)
LowMCv2(14, 63, 256) 1629.3
FLIP-1394
26.53
Agrasta (129, 4)
20.26
Rasta (525, 5)
277.24
Rasta (351, 6)
195.40
FiLIP-1216
24.37
FiLIP-1280
26.59
Kreyvium-12
1547.0
FiLIP-1216
1.9
FiLIP-144
2.5

λ0
132.1
146.8
134.7
128.9
128.9
186.3
146.8

Source

[29]

[9]
157
This work
157

Table 3. Performances for minimal FHE parameters, 128 bits security. The latency
refers to the time in seconds required to obtained the first homomorphic ciphertext, λ0
is the estimated security parameter of the HE scheme, and Source refers to the article
presenting these timings.

4.4

Different homomorphic evaluations of FiLIP

We implement two other evaluations of FiLIP with 3G schemes. First we use the gatebootstrapping of TFHE. In this scheme since the noise in not important anymore due to
the bootstrapping at each computation the efficiency of a computation can be inferred
by the number of gates in its circuit. The other scheme we implement is inspired by the
automata circuit in [11]. The idea is to start the FiLIP evaluation with TGSW ciphertexts
and a set of parameters such that Bg = 2, and switch to TLWE ciphertexts when
evaluating the filter. Indeed, the two evaluations of Section 3.2 are possible with at most
one of the operands being a TGSW at each step of the evaluation. The main idea is to
extract a TLWE ciphertext at the beginning of the filter evaluation, and perform external
product to get the resulting ciphertext. The transciphering outputs a TLWE ciphers,
which means we have a simply homomorphic scheme, we cannot perform products
between two such ciphers. This method guarantees good timings since it reduces the
number of external products performed, but a bootstrapping to a leveled scheme is
necessary for further computations.
We compare the timings of these different approaches, and the evaluation of FiLIP
with HElib in Table 4. Evaluating FiLIP-1280 with this scheme gives cipher with the
same noise as in the TGSW scheme with the second set of parameters. This scheme
allows us to compute transciphering with our best timings: 1018ms/b. It is around twice
better than with the TGSW but does not allow as many operations, a bootstrapping
could be used to compensate it but the final timing would be less competitive. The
timing we present for the FHE scheme provided by the TFHE library [14] comes from
an implementation we wrote to verify that our leveled scheme is faster in practice. We
measured that the average time to compute a gate with bootstrapping on our computer
is about 20ms instead of the 13ms in [13], which is coherent with the total evaluation
time. This approach gives a similar latency as the evaluation on HElib, therefore we
can conclude from these timings that the TGSW scheme alone or with TLWE are more
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efficient to transcipher FiLIP cipher with a DSM filter. However, using TFHE gives us
fully homomorphic ciphers on which we can perform any operation.
HE scheme FiLIP-1280 FiLIP-1216
TGSW
2.2
1.9
TGSW/TLWE
1.2
1.0
TFHE
25.8
22.7
BGV(HElib)
26.7
24.4
Table 4. Transciphering timings of FiLIP over different HE schemes.

5

Conclusion.

In this paper, we presented the first implementation of transciphering with a third
generation homomorphic scheme, and give a transciphering with the smallest latency
so far: less than 2 seconds. We have also implemented for the first time the XORthreshold filter variant of FiLIP, showing competitive timings with the DSM variant.
We compared FiLIP evaluation with three different HE schemes which showed that
the TGSW scheme was more appropriate in this case. Despite a large improvement for
the latency, the throughput is not competitive with transciphers implemented on HElib
which compensate by the number of bits batched in each ciphertext.
A possible improvement would be to batch messages by encoding them in all the
coefficients of our message polynomial. This would mean we could store N bits of
message in a ciphertext instead of 1, which would be a huge gain. In order to implement
batching, one could look on the strategies developed in [12] that describes different
batching methods for a leveled HE, and try to adapt it for Boolean functions such as the
filters we consider.
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